What if Your Building is Red Tagged
Now What?

Wednesday
April 19, 2023
Time: 11:30 am – 1:30 pm

Lunch & Learn
What would be the impact to your business if you were not able to access your building?

A "red-tagged" structure is one that’s been damaged so severely it is too dangerous to inhabit. Structures can be red tagged for a variety of reasons. Learn how Red Tagging might affect your business.

Learning Objectives:
- What is a Red Tag?
- Who has the authority to Red Tag a structure?
- How much access is there to a building while it is Red Tagged?
- How can a Red Tag be removed?

Presenter
Stacy Gerlich, LA City Fire Battalion Chief Ret., will share valuable information about the Red Tag process and answer your questions. Stacy provides expert disaster preparedness services to a variety of clients. StacyGerlich@gmail.com

Hosted by ICW Insurance
21600 W Oxnard St #1000
Woodland Hills
Space is limited - RSVP at: Register Here

Box Lunch will be provided
2 Hours of parking is $13.20

Joint meeting between BICEPP & Valley Coastal Chapter ASSP